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Faced with rising levels of fraud in Indonesia’s emerging E-wallet
market, LinkAja turned to Protect360 to improve the quality of the
media partners they work with. This measure not only optimized ad
spend, it also increased the quality of engagements.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
To combat the sharp rise in fraudulent
installs, LinkAja’s marketing team
leveraged AppsFlyer's Protect360 fraud
solution to safeguard the integrity of its
online marketing campaigns.
Protect360, with its powerful and
dynamic anti-fraud tools, was able to
help LinkAja achieve their marketing and
business goals, not only increasing their
customer base, but also optimizing ad
spend at the same time.
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BACKGROUND
LinkAja is projected as the national
champion in digital wallet, owned by
the 10 largest and most inﬂuential
Indonesian SOEs. The brand focuses on
daily essential payments and purchases,
telco products, bill payments, public
transport, gas station, ﬁnancial services
and donations, prioritizing the convenience,
comfort, and security of transactions.
LinkAja has transformed the way in which
Indonesians manage their money.

Partnering with 400,000 merchants
nationwide, in the world’s second-largest
cash-based economy, LinkAja pioneered
also a sharia-compliant feature on its
e-money service.
Since its start in mid-June of 2019 and out of
40 million registered users, its active user
base has grown by 300% with a four-fold
increase in engagements. A backed
state-owned enterprise, this e-wallet startup
is now leading the way for a new class of
digital natives, while still growing its
customer base nationwide.

CHALLENGE
Having built up a strong portfolio of use cases over the course of the last year,
LinkAja—as a new player—needed to massively scale up its user base. The focus was
therefore on mass quality acquisitions: that is, acquiring real users, rather than simply
aiming for high install volumes, while maximizing return on advertising spend.
In order to achieve this, LinkAja needed to work with multiple partners. However, this task
was compounded by a massive fraud challenge: a number of ad networks they were
partnered with were inadvertently driving fraudulent trafﬁc (mostly Install Hijacking, Click
Flooding and Bots) to their app, heavily impacting acquisition performance. LinkAja
therefore had to determine how to minimize the number of fraudulent installs while
acquiring real users.
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COMPANY HIGHLIGHTS

Active users have grown
by 300% with a four-fold
increase in engagements
in one year
National pioneer of
sharia-compliant
e-money service

